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MHC approached this strategic plan with  

an authentic commitment to ensuring that 

in the future, this college meets the needs 

of people in our region. 

We looked at information about the 

population of the region, and other facts 

that shape our environment. We asked  

for opinions and thoughts about the  

future. We also asked about goals,  

dreams, hopes and fears.

Through every step, we listened. 

The stories we heard included people 

looking forward to celebrating as their 

children and grandchildren graduate  

from this college in the future. People 

talked about the independent strength  

of the region, and the desire to create  

our own unique opportunities for success. 

Their words included recognition that the 

future of the region will include jobs, skills, 

and ways of interacting that are different 

than what we see today. 

We heard people say that this college  

has an important role in that future.

The purpose of this plan is to embrace 

that role, and create new stories with the 

people we serve. Our goals and measures 

will ensure the college meets people where 

they’re at today, and in ten years’ time. 

This institution will change to align to the 

needs of business and employers. We will 

change to help people access education 

when and how they need it. We will grow 

our ability to ensure our learners are ready 

to take their place in the region and seize 

every opportunity to succeed. 

Above all, we will change because we 

believe that education makes a positive 

difference in the lives of people. We want 

everyone to have the opportunity to learn.

We too will learn in the days and 

years ahead as we stride forward and 

occasionally pause to renew our path.  

Yet the college we build will grow stronger 

with every challenge we meet. 

I invite you to gather your energy  

and optimism. Now is our time to join 

together as a community to act, to build, 

and to succeed.

I’m confident the stories we tell in the 

future will be worth hearing. 

NOW IS OUR TIME TO ACT

KEVIN SHUFFLEBOTHAM

PRESIDENT & CEO

President’s Welcome
and Introduction 
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Plan Development 
Our people, our communities, and our region are the heart of  

our plan. By beginning the planning process with a look at our 

region’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats, 

we grounded ourselves in the needs of the region. Using that 

information to identify the top issues that MHC must address, 

we’ve positioned ourselves to meet those needs. By engaging 

stakeholders to identify strategies that will meet regional needs,  

we are building the future together.

PHOTO CREDIT
BROOKS REGION ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

PHOTO CREDIT
BROOKS REGION ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

communities

people

region

To the hundreds of staff, faculty, students, community 

members, and partners who offered their thoughts, 

thank you. Your ideas shape who we are as an 

institution, and as a region.
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GOALS are defined as the high level results 

we want to achieve. Ten years from now, 

MHC will look different than it does today.

The Plan
Our strategic plan defines our role in Southeastern Alberta, and establishes the college’s goals for the next decade.  

This plan sets the stage for strategic transformation of the college.  

STRATEGIES are the actions we take 

to achieve our goals. Each unit within 

the institution aligns its plans to these 

strategies, so that the entire institution is 

working together toward the same results.

MEASURES are the methods (the data) we 

use to track our progress toward our goals. 

They allow us to notice trends and adjust 

our actions to keep our goals in sight.
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Growing 
a vibrant 
future with 
learners and 
our region.

Purpose 

Statement
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Guiding Principles
 
We thrive in a learning culture, bringing passion to our purpose. Through teamwork and diversity in our perspectives, we share our 

expertise. We lift each other up and build on each other’s strengths. We trust each other to always do our best. Aligned to a common 

purpose, our culture is the foundation that allows us to achieve our goals.

OUR LEARNING 

CULTURE IS THE 

FOUNDATION  

FOR OUR GOALS.
AUTHENTICITY

Mutual respect and honest, transparent, 

communication form the basis of our 

interactions. Accountability for our  

actions means we can be trusted to  

do our best work.

COLLABORATION

We promote partnerships, knowledge 

sharing, and working together to 

accomplish greater things. We recognize 

the importance of diverse perspectives; 

whether from inside or outside our walls, 

or in support of or challenging our ideas. 

Collectively, we shape our pursuits.

ACTION 

We act with purpose. To do so, we 

are willing to take risks and allow 

for failure. We stay connected to the 

details while checking decisions and 

direction frequently. Ever vigilant, we ask 

questions, and when necessary, adjust 

our actions to be more impactful.

STEMMING FROM OUR LEARNING CULTURE, THESE PRINCIPLES GUIDE EVERYTHING WE DO.

1 2 3
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TO ACHIEVE THIS GOAL, WE WILL:

 Reduce barriers for potential   
 learners  within our region

 
 Expand learning opportunities   
 with customized pathways  
 and partnerships 

 
 Provide flexible learning  
 opportunities through  
 online offerings and  
 non-traditional cycles

MEASURES STRATEGIES1GOAL

PEOPLE IN OUR REGION 
CAN ACCESS EDUCATION

We meet learners where they’re at. We remove barriers for the diverse 
population we serve. Through flexible programming, pathways and 
alternative delivery methods, learners get what they need, when they 
need it, in ways that work for them. Our partnerships enhance our 
ability to achieve this goal.

REGIONAL ENROLMENT1

The number of unique credit 

learners at MHC from the  

Medicine Hat service region. 

Excludes apprenticeships.

ACCESS & CONTINUATION2 

The proportion of learners who  

enrol at Medicine Hat College and 

complete a credential in the Alberta 

post-secondary education system. 

ENROLMENT IN COLLABORATIVE 

PROGRAMMING3 

The number of unique credit 

learners enrolled in collaborative 

programming at Medicine Hat 

College.
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2GOAL

LEARNERS ARE PREPARED 
TO REALIZE THEIR GOALS

We combine academic theory and practical application to give learners  
a leg up in the labour market. With an emphasis on wellness, inclusion, 
and transferable skills, we prepare learners for success in college,  
in the workforce, and in life.

TO ACHIEVE THIS GOAL, WE WILL:

 Ensure all programs have   
 active experiential learning   
 opportunities 

 Provide a tailored approach  
 to help learners achieve their  
 individual goals

 Provide opportunities for  
 learners to develop a 
 foundation of transferable  
 skills that prepare them  
 for the future

GRADUATE EMPLOYMENT4 

The proportion of employed 

graduates who state that their job 

is related to their field of study.

GOAL ACHIEVEMENT4,5 

The proportion of graduates and 

leavers from MHC who report that 

they achieved their primary goal.

ACADEMIC READINESS6

An index of learners’ perceptions 

of their own learning behaviours 

that lead to academic readiness.

STRATEGIESMEASURES
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3GOAL

REGIONAL VITALITY IS 
STRENGTHENED THROUGH 
OUR WORK

Focused on the future of work, our programs align with the needs of 
the region while opening doors to the world. We are agile in our ability 
to design, develop and adapt. Leading collaboration, we are allies in 
regional development. We identify emerging trends and work with 
regional partners to rapidly prototype solutions. 

GRADUATES IN REGION4 

The proportion of graduates 

from MHC who report staying in 

Medicine Hat after graduation.

KEY PARTNER FEEDBACK7 
Customized questions to 

understand whether regional 

partners perceive that MHC 

contributes to regional vitality.

NON-CREDIT REGISTRATIONS8 
The number of unique 

registrations at Medicine Hat 

College in non-credit courses. 

Begin reporting July, 2021.

TO ACHIEVE THIS GOAL, WE WILL:

 

 Collaborate with community  
 partners to build skills and  
 knowledge that matter to 
 our region 

 
 Collaborate on applied  
 research and innovation  
 relevant to our region

STRATEGIES

REFERENCES
1 Learner Enrolment and Reporting System / 2 Ministry of Advanced Education (Unofficial as of December 2019) /  
3 CampusVue / 4 Graduate Survey / 5 Leaver Survey / 6 Student Learning and Engagement Survey / 7 MHC survey  
to be developed / 8 Continuing Studies (Lumens)

MEASURES
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